FAMIS v5 Flash #135: FAMIS payroll accounting records to replace Employees IDs with DSW Numbers effective Monday, August 13, 2012.

FAMIS payroll accounting records (LDS – Labor Distribution System) will have DSW (Disaster Service Worker Number) replacing the existing Employees IDs effective Monday, August 13, 2012.

For LDS departments, you were notified on July 12 that you will see the changes on the Employee Master and Time sheet screens. And the output files that you receive from LDS will also have DSW Numbers.

For non-LDS departments, the payroll posting error reports you receive from Jack Mok in the Accounting Operations Unit of the Controller’s Office will contain DSW numbers instead of the masked Social Security Number that was provided in previous pay periods and employee names. Please contact Jack at jack.mok@sfgov.org if you have any questions regarding these reports.
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